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*VI  ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

I. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED BY GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
CLAIM TO ENFORCE THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
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IV. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED BY DISMISSING PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR TORTIOUS
INTERFERENCE WITH AN INHERITANCE.

V. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DISMISSING PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR CONSTRUCTIVE
TRUST WHEN NO ARGUMENT WAS EVER RAISED TO DISMISS THIS CLAIM.

*1  STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On April 28, 2011, Kevin Baillis and Patricia Novak filed a Complaint against Defendants Laura Ross and Daniel Beears
(decedent Donald Beears' children) and Christine Ross, Lindsay Ross, Jennifer Swanson, Jeffrey Beears and Lisa Ross
(decedent Donald Beears' grandchildren). Plaintiff's complaint consisted of claims for breach of contract involving an unsigned
“Agreement” (Count One), declaratory judgment as to the validity of the same (Count Two), reformation of the Donald Beears
Trust based on the terms of the unsigned Agreement (Count Three), tortious interference with expectancy of inheritance
relying upon the unsigned Agreement (Count Four), and constructive trust (Count Five), alleged in the event that the unsigned
Agreement was not valid or enforceable. (R. 10, Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, p. 6). Plaintiffs did not
attach a copy of the guardianship application or the Donald Beears Trust to their Complaint, although their claims are founded
upon these documents.

Defendants filed a motion to dismiss all of Plaintiffs' claims on July 1, 2011. Plaintiffs opposed Defendants' motion, arguing
for the enforcement of the unsigned Agreement, oralternatively the enforcement of a constructive trust, although citing R.C.
5804.07, which refersto a claim for oral trust. (R. 10, Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, p. 6). Neither
a constructive trust claim nor a claim for oral trust can withstand the standard of Civ.R. 12(B)(6) because the allegations in
Plaintiffs' Complaint do not support the enforcement of either.

On August 10, 2011, the trial court dismissed Plaintiffs' claims on the grounds that the unsigned Agreement, even if signed,
did not vest Plaintiffs with any benefit from Donald Beears as his discretion to act was preserved in every relevant provision of
the purported agreement, *2  other than to require payment to Plaintiffs for future services rendered. (R.12, Judgment Entry)

As Donald Beears is deceased, and can no longer act, all counts must fail. 1

On September 6, 2011, Plaintiffs filed their notice of the instant appeal. Plaintiffs-Appellants timely filed their Appellants' Brief
on September 27, 2011 to which Defendants-Appellees respond through the within Brief.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

An order granting a Civ.R. 12(B)(6) motion to dismiss is subject to de novo review. Perrysburg Twp. v. City of Rossford (2004),
103 Ohio St.3d 79. In order for a court to dismiss a complaint for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, it
must appear “beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.”
O'Brien v. University Committee Tenant's Union, Inc. (1975), 42 Ohio St.2d 242.

In construing a complaint upon a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, the Court must presume that all factual allegations
in the complaint are true and make all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Mitchell v. Lawson Milk Co.
(1988), 40 Ohio St.3d 190, 192. However, the claims set forth in the complaint must be plausible, rather than conceivable.
Williams v. Ohio Edison, 2009 Ohio 5702 (8th Dist. No. 92840) at 115, citing Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly (2007), 570 U.S.
544. While a complaint attacked by a Civ.R. 12(B)(6) motion to dismiss does not need detailed factual allegations, a plaintiffs
obligation to provide the grounds for her entitlement to relief requires more than labels and conclusions, and a formulaic
recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not do. Id. Factual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above
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the speculative level. Id. “Unsupported conclusions of *3  a complaint are not considered admitted, and are not sufficient to
withstand a motion to dismiss.” State ex rel. Hickman v. Capots (1989), 45 Ohio St.3d 324, 324.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Defendants are the natural children and grandchildren of Donald Beears. In December of 2009, the Plaintiffs (claimed friends of
Donald Beears), began visiting Mr. Beears in the hospital. After the children became concerned that Plaintiffs were financially
exploiting Donald Beears, the Defendant, Laura Ross, obtained a statement of expert evaluation signed by a physician offering
the opinion that Donald Beears was incompetent and filed a guardianship application. (R.1, Exhibit A to Plaintiffs' Complaint,
p. 1.) During the guardianship application process, Defendants learned that Plaintiffs' names were added to various financial
accounts previously owned individually by Donald Beears and/or his Trust. (Id., at pp. 2-3.) In addition, Donald Beears made
a “loan” to Kevin Baillis in the amount of $14,000 on April 1, 2010. (Id., at p. 7.)

The children entered into discussions with their father to see if a less restrictive alternative to the guardianship could be

established. 2  The negotiations, between counsel for Mr. Beears and counsel for the Defendants, centered on the potential of
Donald Beears resigning his position as Trustee over his Trust. Mr. Beears, if the agreement was finalized, was to then re-title
his assets in a manner that would protect him from further exploitation. Before the negotiations were completed and before
any party agreed to the terms or modifications to the agreement, Mr. Beears died.

The terms of the ongoing negotiations were set forth in the form of a settlement agreement that was never agreed upon or
executed Appellants claim there was an agreement *4  that expressly entitled them to “expect an inheritance”, yet the terms
of the “Agreement” speak to the contrary:
Donald Beears, at his option, and/or sole discretion, may designate any one or more of his individual accounts, payable on
death to any person, party, or entity to whom he desires.

(Settlement Agreement, ¶ 3) (emphasis added)

Paragraph 3(C)(5) of the “agreement” further provides:
[Donald Beears will enter into a trust amendment that provides] 15% of the residue of Trust shall be distributed to Patricia
Novak and Kevin Baillis, share and share alike, per capita, at the sole discretion of Donald Beears; Donald Beears shall retain
the right to revoke and/or reduce said distribution to Kevin Baillis and/or Patricia Novak at his discretion.”

(emphasis added)

Even if the parties had agreed to the terms of the purported “Settlement Agreement”, Donald Beears retained the sole discretion
to name the Appellants as beneficiaries of his assets, with certain designated limits, but the discretion afforded to Mr. Beears
also meant he could choose not to provide any benefit to Appellants. The Plaintiffs' Complaint makes clear that neither the
Decedent, the Plaintiffs, nor the Defendants signed the “Settlement Agreement” and that Donald Beears did not amend his Trust.

Appellants' claims are all premised upon the unsigned “Agreement” which they interpret as an express document whereby
they would inherit. Appellants do not allege facts, if true, that demonstrate Donald Beears intended for them to inherit or that
demonstrate Donald Beears *5  would have made the gifts allowed by the unsigned “Agreement”. Additionally, Appellees
are absolutely immune from liability for filing a guardianship application, conduct which is not considered “tortious” under
Ohio law and which cannot form the basis for an intentional interference claim. Finally, whether or not an agreement was
reached, Donald Beears retained the sole discretion to make financial and distributional decisions, something he did not do, and,
otherwise, would be nothing short of speculation; therefore, the trial court correctly dismissed allclaims in Plaintiffs' Comlaint.
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LAW AND ARGUMENT

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR

I. THE TRIAL COURT INCORRECTLY GRANTED DEFENDANTS' CIVIL RULE 12(B)(6) MOTION TO
DISMISS AS TO ALL FIVE COUNTS OF PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT

FIRST ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether the Trial Court Erred by Granting Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Claim to Enforce the
Settlement Agreement

The trial court properly found that a settlement agreement was not reached in the instant case. However, the trial court did
not have to reach that conclusion in order to properly dismiss Plaintiffs' claim because the trial court correctly understood
“Agreement” to provide Donald Beears with to option and sole discretion to make these gifts and since he is no longer alive,
there are no damages available-to Plaintiffs under a breach of contract theory.

Appellants argue three things in support of their contention that the trial court erred in not enforcing the unsigned “Agreement”:
(1) there was an oral agreement; (2) Donald Beears somehow manifested his intent to Appellants that he would exercise his
discretion in favor of Appellants and carry out the allowable gifting pursuant to the terms of the unsigned “Agreement” and
(3) the trial court did not address the breach of contract claim in their judgment *6  entry. None of Appellants' arguments
are supported by the record and are without merit. Appellants, for their own benefit, continue to ignore that the terms of the
document simply were not finalized and did not provide them with any vested benefit had they been finalized.

The most important point, and fatal to all claims, is that the “Agreement,” even had it been executed, only provided Donald
Beears with the discretion to act with regard to the titling of his accounts in favor of Appellants or to name them as beneficiaries
of his Trust, outside of any provisions for payment for future services rendered. There were no express gifts in favor of
Appellants contained within the unsigned “Agreement”. Plaintiffs did not allege facts in their Complaint demonstrating that
Donald Beears would have exercised his discretion in favor of Plaintiffs according to the terms of the unsigned “Agreement”.
Therefore, construing Plaintiffs' Complaint in the light most favorable to them and applying the terms of the unsigned
“Agreement”, the result is nothing more than an intent to gift.

The Ohio Supreme Court's decision, instructive on the issue of intent to gift, in Hamor v. Moore ‘s Administrators, 8 Ohio St.
239, is illustrative and controlling. In that case, the decedent issued a paper writing to his friend which provided: “For value
received, I promise to pay to Mrs. Hamor, wife of John Hamor, the sum of $300 as a small recompense for the kindness shown
to me by her. The executors of my last will and testament are hereby directed to pay the above to Mrs. Hamor, or her sons,
Moses and John, after my decease.” Id. The Ohio Supreme Court made clear that there was no valid gift and because there
was no consideration there could not have been a contract as a matter of law. Hamor v. Moore ‘s Admr's, 8 Ohio St. 239, 242
(Ohio1858).

The facts of this case are much weaker than that of Hamor. In this case, there is noevidence to give; rather, there is simply a
negotiation demonstrating an “option to amend his *7  Trust”. The Trust was never amended and there is no evidence other
than speculations that could or was presented to demonstrate Mr. Beears Trust. Because Mr. Bears passed away, his Trust be
amended. The intent to gift cannot be construed as acontract as it fails for lack of consideration. Mr. Beears was given nothing
in consideration for his purported promise to gift and therefore, there is no obligation to act. More importantly, the supposed
contract was not complete in its terms and only gave the Decedent the ability to amend his Trust to provide, if wanted to,
limited benefit to the Plaintiffs. The Ohio Supreme Court in Hamor also determined that the writing was not a valid testamentary
disposition because it was not executed in the manner prescribed by statute. See Hamor at 242. In this case, the Trust, by its
very terms and by operation of law, cannot be amended after death, even if the Plaintiffs could predict whether Mr. Beears
would have provided the Plaintiffs any distributional benefit.
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Plaintiffs misconstrue this same argument as set forth in Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and argue in their Appellants' Brief
that the unsigned “Agreement” does not fail for lack of consideration because the document is replete with terms that can be
construed as consideration. (Appellant's Brief at pg. 7). Defendants' argument is not directed to the “Agreement” as a whole,
but specifically at the terms of the unsigned “Agreement” that were properly construed by the trial co as nothing more than a
promise to gift unsupported by consideration. Plaintiffs' Complaint does not allege that there was consideration exchanged to
bind Donald Beears' estate to any alleged promise by Donald Beears to gift to Plaintiffs and, therefore, these specific provisions
reserving Donald Beears' discretion-to-act lack of consideration.

Although secondary to the foregoing analysis, the trial court also properly dismissed this claim because the agreement was not
signed or executed. Courts must give effect to the manifest *8  intent of the parties when there is clear evidence demonstrating
that they did not intend to be bound until the terms of the agreement are formalized in a signed, written document. Richard
A. Berjian, D.O., Inc. v. Ohio Bell Tel. Co. (1978), 54 Ohio St.2d 147,151. Plaintiffs admit that the Agreement required party
signatures. (Appellant's Brief at pg. 8). Many terms of the proposed agreement were extensive and relied upon the recording
and accuracy of several account numbers and large account balance numbers. (R.1, Exhibit A to Plaintiffs' Complaint at pp.
2-3, 5-6). Some provisions contain the language “Upon execution of this Agreement” and required execution of the agreement
before any action pursuant to the agreement was to be taken. (Id. at pg. 10, Section IV). The “Agreement” was not signed, and
therefore, by the understanding of all parties, it was not executed or binding.

The trial court's judgment entry acknowledges the moot nature of the terms of the unsigned “Agreement” in its statement that
Donald Beears retained the sole discretion to make testamentary or financial changes in favor of Plaintiff but did not require
Mr. Beears to do so by the terms of the Agreement. (R. 12, August 10, 2011 Judgment Entry). In so stating, the trial court
correctly understood that, even if it were to enforce the terms of the Agreement, the terms provide no benefit to Plaintiffs.
Whether the trial court considered the contract enforceable or not, under either theory, they did not err in findingthat there is
no relief to be granted Plaintiffs and dismissed their breach of contract claim.

SECOND ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether the Trial Court Erred in Dismissing Plaintiffs' Claims for Declaratory Judgment Regarding the Settlement
Agreement

Applying the same analysis resulting in the dismissal of Plaintiffs' claim for breach of contract, the trial court properly dismissed
Plaintiffs' claim for declaratory judgment because it relied upon the future action of Donald Beears, who is no longer alive.

*9  Declaratory judgment actions are governed by R.C. 2721.01, et seq. “There are only two reasons for dismissing a complaint
for declaratory judgment pursuant to Civ.R. 12(B)(6): (1) where there is no real controversy or justiciable issue between the
parties, or (2) where the declaratory judgment will not terminate the uncertainty or controversy [sic], under R.C. 2721.07.”
Fioresi v. State Farm (1985), 26 Ohio App. 3d 203, syllabus. See also, Indiana Ins. Co. v. Forsmark, 160 Ohio App.3d 277,
2005 Ohio 1635. The requirement of an actual controversy is a strict pre-requisite to a declaratory judgment action. Bilyeu v.
Motorists Mut. Ins. Co. (1973) 36 Ohio St.2d 35. “A controversy exists for purposes of declaratory judgment when there is a
genuine dispute between parties having adverse legal interests of sufficient immediacy and reality to warrant an issuance of a
declaratory judgment.” Wagner v. Cleveland (1988), 62 Ohio App.3d 8, 13.

With regard to the existence or non-existence of controversy, the instant case is analogous to the decision of the Ohio Supreme
Court in Bilyeu, supra. In Bilyeu, the parties agreed that in the event the arbitrator made an award beyond the policy limits of
the other insureds, then Bilyeu's insurance coverage would attach. The court dismissed the claim for declaratory relief because
the relevant facts and circumstances, i.e. the arbitrator awarding damages beyond the policy limits of the other coverage, had
not yet occurred. The Supreme Court of Ohio held:
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In our opinion, it was not unreasonable for the lower courts to decide that the events which could arise
from this controversy may never happen. The controversy might be settled by the parties, or the arbitrator's
award might be less than $10,000. Those are possibilities which the courts below no doubt considered
in determining that a declaratory judgment action did not lie.

Id. at 37.

In the instant case, the trial court's dismissal was proper as there is no actual controversy between Plaintiffs and Defendants.
The Agreement was never executed, and Donald Beears did *10  not exercise his discretion to gift to Plaintiffs. Comparable
to Bilyeu, there are circumstances in the present case that have not yet occurred, and actually will never occur, precluding
an action for declaratory judgment. First, the terms of the “Agreement” were not agreed upon or executed.The second issue
is whether or not Donald Beears would have made monetary distributions toPlaintiffs. Appellants' themselves concede this
argument: “[T]he Settlement Agreement allowed Decedent to change his mind in the future. Again, the assets identified in the
Settlement Agreement were his to distribute as he saw fit.” (Appellants' Brief, pg. 9). Indeed, the unsigned Agreement only
gave Decedent the option to act, and even if the Agreement had been executed at a later date, on that later date Donald Beears
could have taken no action at all. The result in this case was simple because future action by Donald Beears is impossible. This
is noted in thetrial court's proper conclusion that the Plaintiffs' claim for declaratory relief cannot survive.

THIRD ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether the Trial Court Erred in Dismissing Plaintiffs' Claim to Reform the Trust

For reformation of the Donald Beears Trust to be a viable remedy for Plaintiffs, citing R.C. §5804.15 or R.C. §5804.12(A),
the Trust would have to contain a mistake of fact or law. Because there was no allegation of mistake of fact or law in the
Donald Beears Trust, and the Trust became irrevocable upon his death, the trial court properly found that as a matter of law,the
reformation claim must be dismissed.

In the context of R.C. §5804.15, a mistake of fact exists when one understands a fact to be different than it actually is. In re
Estate of Werner (1985), 25 Ohio App.3d 31, 34. A mistake of law occurs where a person is truly acquainted with the existence
or nonexistence of facts, but is ignorant of, or comes to an erroneous conclusion as to, their legal effect. Nationwide Life Ins.
Co. v. Myers (1980), 67 Ohio App.2d 98, 102-03. When the language in a trust is unambiguous, the grantor's intent can be
determined from the express terms of the trust itself. Holdren v. *11  Garrett, 10th Dist. No. 09-AP-1153,2011 Ohio 1095,
at ¶28. When a trust agreement is unambiguous, no judicial construction or interpretation is required unless the purpose of the
trust is illegal or against public policy. Id.

Plaintiffs' Complaint does not allege facts indicating that there was a mistake of fact or law in the Donald Beears Trust, which
is now irrevocable. To the contrary, Plaintiffs' own Complaint indicated that the Donald Beears Trust was structured as Donald
Beears intended. (R.1, Exhibit A to Plaintiffs' Complaint at pg. 2). Plaintiffs' contention that reformation is warranted because of
the existence of an unsigned “Agreement” is without merit. The language of the unsigned “Agreement” did not require Donald
Beears to provide any benefit to Plaintiffs except possibly future compensation for services rendered and in the context of R.C.
§5804.15, reformation cannot be based upon an intent to gift; which is clearly distinguished from a mistake of fact or law.

FOURTH ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether the Trial Court Erred by Dismissing Plaintiffs' Claim for Tortious Interference with an Inheritance
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The Ohio Supreme Court, in Firestone v. Galbreath (1993), 67 Ohio St.3d 87, set forth the law in Ohio and identified the

elements necessary to prove a claim of intentional interference with an expectancy of inheritance. 3  Plaintiffs' claim for
interference against Defendants is based entirely upon the allegation that Laura Ross filed a guardianship application to be
considered by the probate court, to which Daniel Beears consented. To the extent that the alleged tortious *12  conduct
necessary to support an interference claim was the filing of an application for guardianship, the court properly dismissed this
claim based on judicial immunity. Clark v. Eskridge (1991), 77 Ohio App. 3d 524, 527.

Ohio courts have long recognized the non-adversarial nature of guardianship procedures, with the objective being to act in the
best interests of the ward, and the ultimate control the probate court has over such matters. In re: Guardianship ofHerr (Aug. 16,
1999), 5th Dist. No. 99-CA-14, 1999 Ohio App. LEXIS 3938. Based on these dynamics, judicial immunity has been extended
to the context of guardianships because “it is apparent that [the immunity] defense, for public policy and other reasons, is not a
defense personal to the [judicial officers].” Hopkins v. INA Underwriters Ins. Co. (1988), 44 Ohio App. 3d 186, 190. Under these
circumstances, third parties - such as Plaintiffs - are not permitted to assert claims against those individuals seeking to institute
the guardianship on behalf of the incapacitated ward. This very rationale has been used to provide immunity to those initiating
guardianship proceedings or serving as guardians. See, e.g., Kurzawa v. Mueller (C.A. 6, 1984), 732 F.2d 1456 (extending
absolute judicial immunity of guardians ad litem because of policy concerns related to ensuring the well-being of those without
capacity); Stepanek v. Delta County (Colo. 1997), 940 P.2d 364, 368 (en banc) (citations omitted) (finding attorneys absolutely
immune from an action for attorney fees for their actions in initiating temporary guardianship proceedings). A strong public
policy to create and enforce legal mechanisms to prevent the susceptible population from exploitation is apparent and allowing
pursuit of this claim when a child files a guardianship application with certified medical opinion over a prospective ward would
be repugnant to sound policy and the law.

Accordingly, Plaintiffs' pleadings do not present facts alleging conduct by Defendants that can be construed as “fraud, duress
or undue influence”. In determining that Ohio willrecognize the claim for Intentional Interference with an Expectancy of an
Inheritance, the Ohio *13  Supreme Court found persuasive and relied upon the comment d found in §774B of the Restatement

of Torts 2d. 4  R.C. §2111.01, et seq., sets forth the mechanism whereby the court can appoint a guardian upon application by
an “interested party”. There is no allegation that the physician falsified his report. Instead, Plaintiffs took painstaking efforts to
shade the fact that a physician had opined that Donald Beears was incompetent by not attaching the application to the pleadings.
The trial court correctly dismissed Plaintiffs' claim because the facts in their Complaint do not allege fraud or undue influence,
and cannot form the basis for recovery.

Alternatively, the trial court properly dismissed Plaintiffs' claim for tortious interference with expectancy of inheritance because
actual loss of the gift is required in order for the defendant to be subjected to liability. Lourdes College v. Bishop (1997) 94
Ohio Misc 2d 51, 64. See also, Restatement of Torts 2d, §774B. Thus, in order to recover, a plaintiff must show that the tortious
act of the defendant actually prevented the plaintiff from receiving property that he or she otherwise would have received. See
McKibben v. Chubb (C.A.10, 1988), 840 F.2d 1525, 1531.

In Lourdes, the settlor of a trust mailed a trust amendment to the trustee and before it was received by the trustee, the settlor
died. The trust became irrevocable at the settlor's death. The court held that because the amendment was invalid for failure of
timely delivery pursuant to the terms of the trust, the beneficiaries who would have inherited under that amendment did not
suffer an actual loss. The Lourdes case is analogous to the case at bar. Since the Agreement was never executed, Plaintiffs did
not suffer an actual loss. The Lourdes case is analog, the unsigned *14  “Agreement” only gave Donald Beears the discretion
to amend his Trust, rather than orderingexpress disbursements to Plaintiffs. Because Donald Beears can no longer amend his
Trust, for the same reasons as Lourdes, Plaintiffs' claim for tortious interference with expectancy of an inheritance must fail.
The trial court did not err in dismissing the claim on the grounds that because Donald Beears retained the sole discretion to
amend his trust, with or without the enforcement of the “Agreemen an actual loss by Plaintiffs.
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FIFTH ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether the Trial Court Erred in Dismissing Plaintiffs' Claims for Constructive Trust When No Argument was Ever
Raised to Dismiss this Claim

A constructive trust is a remedy, not a cause of action. The Plaintiffs have no valid cause of action and, therefore, are not entitled
to a remedy. The claim for constructive trust was dismissed on the same premise upon which the rest of Plaintiffs' claims were
disposed; construing the allegations of Plaintiffs' Complaint and the terms of the unsigned Agreement, there is simply nothing
owed to Plaintiffs, even on an equitable basis.

A constructive trust is imposed where a person holding title to property is subject to an equitable duty to convey it to another
on the ground that he would be unjustly enriched if he were permitted to retain it. Bilovocki v. Marimberga (1979), 62 Ohio
App.2d 169, 171. Aconstructive trust may not be impressed simply because there has been a moral wrong or abuse of a business
or other relationship; rather, it requires a showing of a wrongful acquisition or retention of property. Croston v. Croston (1969),
18 Ohio App.2d 159,163. A constructive trust may also arise where a person, knowing that a testator in giving him a bequest
intends that it be used for the benefit of a third party, promises to carry out the testator's intention and then fails to do so. Cooper
v. Cooper (August 31, 2000), 8th Dist. No. 76899, 2000 Ohio App. LEXIS 3955 at *10. In each of these cases, the claim was
based on conduct that formed the basis for a claim of unjust enrichment or breach of trust - no such claim has been raised here.

*15  Accordingly, as Donald Beears at all times retained the sole discretion to amend his trust, re-title his assets or make
distributions, and did not do so prior to his death, the trial court did not err in dismissing Plaintiffs' claim for constructive trust.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing analysis, Appellees request that the Appellants' Assignment of Error be overruled
and that the judgment of the Trial Court be affirmed.

Appendix not available.

Footnotes
1 Inasmuch as the Decedent Donald Beears retained the sole discretion to name the Plaintiffs as a beneficiary of his Trust and to

name the Plaintiffs as beneficiaries on his accounts and the unsigned “Agreement” did not require Donald Beears to provid any

benefit to Plaintiffs except possibly future compensation for services rendered-and-because Mr. Beearsis no longer alive, Plaintiffs'

claim for reformation must fail as a matter of law. Therefore, Defendants' Motion to Dismiss is granted as to all counts. IT IS SO

ORDERED.” (R. 12, Judgment Entry).

2 The unsigned settlement agreement at pg. 1, third Whereas clause states that “Donald Beears has been evaluated for competency by

no less than three physicians and that there is a dispute amongst the Parties as to whether Donald Beears is competent and able to

manage his own affairs and finances.”

3 [W]e advise that any person who can prove the elements of the tort of intentional interference with expectancy of inheritance has

the right to maintain the cause of action. We further advise that the elements of the tort are: (1) an existence of an expectancy of

inheritance in the plaintiff; (2) an intentional interference by a defendant(s) with that expectancy of inheritance; (3) conduct by the

defendant involving the interference which is tortious, such as fraud, duress or undue influence, in nature; (4) a reasonable

certainty that the expectancy of inheritance would have been realized, but for the interference by the defendant; and (5) damage

resulting from the interference.

4 Tortious means. Unlike the liability stated in § 766B, the liability stated in this Section is limited to cases in which the actor has

interfered with the inheritance or gift by means that are independently tortious in character. The usual case is that in which the third

person has been induced to make or not to make a bequest or a gift by fraud, duress, defamation or tortious abuse of fiduciary duty,

or has forged, altered or suppressed a will or a document making a gift. In the absence of conduct independently tortious, the cases

to date have not imposed liability under the rule stated in this Section. Restat 2d of Torts, § 774B.
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